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Framework and  Mechanisms
• pQCD (two gluon exchange)

- 3 active quarks

- 2 hard gluons

- 3-body form factor

- Constituent scaling


- Dominant at high energy


• Handbag Approach (GPD's)

- 1 active quark

- no hard gluons


- 1-body form factor

- Amplitude a convolution of hard and of 

overlap of Φi and Φf wf describing 
the coupling of active quarks

• Soft collinear effective theory (SCET)

- universal form factor

- systematic QCD factorization

- description of soft-spectator contribution

• Constituent Quark Model

$64000 Question: which and 
how much of each at JLAB 
energies?
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Wide Angle Compton Scattering
• One of the most fundamental processes yet it is still not 

well understood at medium energy


• For wide angle kinematics (s,-t,-u >> M2) there is 
consequential untapped information on nucleon structure


• WACS provides complimentary information to elastic FF at 
high Q2 and DVCS, TCS, DDVCS, DVMP


• Common thread: large energy scale leading to 
factorization of scattering amplitude into a hard 
perturbative kernel and a factor expressing soft non-
perturbative WF


• Polarized observables can provide access to information not 
otherwise available
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Study of hard exclusive processes leads to GPD’s, providing most complete 
description of the nucleon 

GPDs

GPDs
Correlation between transverse position 
and longitudinal momentum fraction of 
quark in nucleon
Form Factors: Transverse distribution of 
quarks in space coordinate

PDFs: Quark longitudinal momentum 
fraction in the nucleon

F(t) =

Z
dxGPD(x, ⇠, t)

q(x) = GPD(x, ⇠ = 0, t = 0)

GPDs
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WACS is unique compared to elastic form factors:

• vary s and t independently

• can help to constrain GPDs  through:


• ea
2 (charge) weighting


• independent integral of GPD’s, x−1 weighting

• ξ=0 so momentum absorbed by quarks purely transverse


• Lead to constraints on GPD at large -t and x which differ from electromagnetic 
form factors 

Compton form factors Elastic form factors

GPD Approach
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Polarization observables:

WACS in GPDs handbag calculations
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KN, structureless Dirac particle

KLL measured to be large and > 0, in contradiction to pQCD where it is posited to be 
small and negative. Does this suggest, with Compton dσ/dΩ data, that pQCD at 5-10 
GeV in exclusive processes is not to be applied?
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Helicity Amplitudes of WACS

Generic notation for six independent helicity amplitudes

μ(ν), μ'(ν') are light-cone helicity of in and out photons (proton)

+, - on M, T are helicity of in and out proton and quark

Symmetric frame helicity amplitudes 
in terms of contribution subprocess  
amplitudes and Compton form factors

Ordinary photon-proton cm helicity basis

Correlation between the helicity of incoming photon and outgoing proton

Kroll’s approach Justification to show how KLL and ALL are related,

much approximated, cont on next slide
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Relating Polarized Observables
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Relating Polarized Observables
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|ALS| = |KLS|

Similarly for the 
correlation between the 
helicity of the incoming 
photon and  sideways 
target polarization 

And the correlation between the 
helicity of the incoming photon 
and the sideway polarization of 
the outgoing proton 

KLS measured in agreement pQCD and 
handbag suggesting proton helicity 
flip in reaction. Our measurement of 
ALS will confirm this equality and the 
weak s-dependence.
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Constituent Quark Model

Figure 10: Predictions for A
LL

in the GPD approach of (Kroll) Ref. [12] and CQM of (Miller)
Ref. [25] shown as the split line along with the data on K

LL
from E99-114 and E07-002 (points in

black) and the projection of two of the proposed points (points in red) with one of the proposed
points for A

LL
overlapping at θcmγ =120◦ with the K

LL
data point from E99-114.

A
LL
=K

LL
for all values of θγ not equal to 180◦. At θγ = 180◦ the value of A

LL
≈ −K

LL
. If

we now look at Miller’s calculation (see Figure 10) which has m/Eγ ∼ 1/10 and θlab ≈ 90◦

(our kinematics labeled P2, see Table 2) the difference between K
LL
and A

LL
is about 0.7.

2.8 Regge Exchange Mechanism

When s, −t, and −u are not sufficiently large, then the factorization into hard and
soft process may not apply, in which case neither the pQCD nor the handbag approach
is valid. An alternative approach has been proposed by Laget [15] based on Vector Meson
Dominance (VMD). In the VMD approach, the photon fluctuates into a vector meson, which
then interacts with the target via t-channel exchange of mesons (which dominates at low t
or forward angles) or u-channel exchange of baryons (which dominates at low u or backward
angles). The open question is how high t or u must be in order that the VMD mechanism
becomes small compared to the handbag mechanism. The VMD model has had recent
successes even at moderately large t. For example the VMD model is able to fit the observed
low value of the Gp

E form factor [6] at -t = 5.6 (GeV/c)2 [35].
Real and Virtual Compton Scattering were studied in a model based on Regge trajectories

and two-gluon exchange by F. Cano and J.-M. Laget [15]. The parameters of the model

24

Millers Approach

•  still handbag

•  quark mass contribution

•  wave function ~ E/M FF

•  Non-conservation of p-helicity

•  Agreement with cross section

• Model only - need data to 

determine whether proton 
helicity conservation holds in 
WACS at a given energy


G. Miller, Phys. Rev. C 69, 052201 (2004) 

ALL≠ KLL

Impulse approximation evaluation of the handbag diagram using proton wave 
functions constrained by measured form factor and incorporate quark transverse 
and orbital-angular momentum leads very different values for ALL and KLL 
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Polarization Transfer in WACS

Data from E07-002 is within the error bars of initial KLL measurement

E07-002 (7.8,2.1,4.0) 0.645 (0.059)(0.048) -0.089 (0.059)(0.040)
E99-114 (6.9,4.0,1.1) 0.678(0.083)(0.04) 0.114  (0.078)(0.040)

(s,-t,-u)Experiment KLL KLS

• The KLS is in agreement within errors with calculations for both leading-
quark and pQCD (evidence for proton helicity flip)


 

• The KLL in E07-002 (ϴcm=70o) is larger than all the available predictions 

(non=collinear effects, parton correlations, ….?)

ϴcm=70
o

ϴcm=120
o
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Soft Collinear Effective Theory
SCET is an effective theory for highly energetic quarks interacting with collinear or soft gluons

•The TPE corrections are calculated for large momentum scales relative to the soft hadronic scale

•QCD factorization formulated in SCET with soft-spectator scattering contribution need for the 
scale

•A complete factorization for TPE at leading power with logarithmic accuracy

•Same form factors arise for WACS

WACS

Elastic e-p

arvix:1212.0683
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Soft Collinear Effective Theory
• The SCET approach is very relevant two-photon exchange in elastic ep 
as well as WACS

• In SCET ALL=KLLto all orders in αs 

• SCET helicity flip amplitudes LO in αs introduce 3 new non-perturbative 
matrix elements which require data to fix

• No substantive contribution from helicity flip effects

• s-dependence needs extreme values to provide constraints

• Uncertainty comes from power corrections

• Important to make measurement of KLL and ALL at same angle
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Updates to the Handbag Approach
KLS(s = 6.9, θcm = 120) = 0.114 ± 0.087. If the measurements result in something again
completely unexpected these results will be used to develop a new understanding using the
phenomenology observed.

Figure 9: An example fit used in the hangbag approach to the data on the axial form factor and the
two KLL measured data points. The new results are indicated by the lines and the old predictions
are indicated by the bands [13]. The results of the KLL measurment from E02-007 are shown as
the blue point and from E99-114 as the red point. Our proposed measurements at θcmγ =90◦ are
shown as the black points for 4.4 GeV and 8.8 GeV electron beam energy.

The uncertainties of the axial form factor RA is particularly large due to the very limited
accuracy of the data. Moreover this form factor is known only at rather low values of −t.
This is perhaps the reason for the discrepancy between the new KLL measurement and our
predictions. In Fig. 9 an example [13] is shown of a handbag model fit to the data on the
axial form factor and the two data points on KLL. Significant improvements to this model
can be made with additional measurements since not only is the axial form factor data poor
but the KLL data used hardly respect the kinematical requirement of the handbag approach
s, −t, −u >> m2. Our proposed measurements at θcmγ =90◦ are also included, shown as the
black points for 4.4 GeV and 8.8 GeV electron beam energy. As seen from the curves (as

22

Preliminary Model (Kroll) based on the axial form factor and the 
polarization observables so far available.  New results are lines.

Kroll, private communication
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Extracting Information

Measurements of KLL and KLS/KLL  are directly related to RA /RV and RT/RV 

Measurements of ALL and ALS tell us the same things if  ALL = KLL 

and  ALS = KLS and give essential phenomenology if not!

There is expected to be a close relationship between RT /RV and F2 /F1 

and  RA /RV with Δqa(x)/qa(x)

This would not only provide a crucial test of the handbag approach but at the

same time may also help in improving the parametrization of the corresponding

GPDs

˜H and E
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Dipole

Dipole

Dipole Dipole

Dipole

Dipole Dipole Dipole

HMS

NPS

Local Dump

Hall C Dump

Hall C Dump

Target

Target

Pivot Post

1) Use Pure Photon Beam 


2)  10% radiator


3)3 uA beam current


4)  FZ dipoles chicane


5)  Electron beam goes 
under the target 
chamber, then either drift 
to a local dump in the 
hall or  transported to 
the standard Hall C dump.


6)  Target Field at (0, 0, 5o 
for longitudinal and 275o 
transverse

Experiment Setup: PR12-16-009

Flux from 6% smaller than 10% by 20%
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Solid polarized proton target, NH3
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We expect that at 3 μA, rate of decline reduced by factor of ~3

Polarized Target
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We assume 3mm position and 3% energy resolution; to 
fully exploit position resolution spot on target needs to 
be known with +/- 2mm

Neutral Particle Spectrometer

Parameters Distance
(m)

Position 
Res.(mm)

Angular 
Res.(mrad)

Energy Res. 
(% /√E)

E12-13-010(DVCS) 3-6 3-4 1-2 5-6
Pol.3He-DVCS 3-4 3-4 1-2 6

E12-12-009(WACS) 3-5 3-4 1-2 5
E12-13-010(DES πo) 4 2-3 0.5-0.75 2-3
E12-13-007(SIDIS πo) 4 2-3 0.5-0.75 2-3

E12-14-006(Pol.WACS) 1-5 2-3 2-3 2-3
PR12-16-009(Tran. WACS) 2-3 2-3 1-1.5 2-3

• Energy Resolution: high light yield, best available crystals

• Coordinate resolution: find granularity. small Moller 

radius, best 2 x 2 cm2 or 3 x 3 cm2

• Angular resolution: combine fine granularity with distance 

from target

NPS will enveloped by an iron box to suppress fringe 
magnetic degradation of PMT performance
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Separated function 
dipole and dump

 

Compact Photon Source 

1.2 µA e- γ 

e- 

8.8 GeV 

Beam Dump 
in the magnet 

B ~ 2.5T 

3cm NH3 

Distance to target ~200 cm  
photon beam diameter on the target ~ 0.9 mm 

MC simulation and direct calculations show  
acceptable background rates on SBS and NPS. 

2mm opening 

10%X0 

200 cm 

BW & GN NPS, January 21, 2016 21 PR12-15-003, June 2015

October 2014

Target hangs on a 
platform above 
the pivot post

Compact Photon Source

Combined Function 
dipole/dump

Pure Photon Source

A beam dump at the target 
only if there are absolutely 
no other possible choices!
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Move the dump 20 meters downstream

• Dipole ends 4.3m upstream of target.

• Large space available to shield radiator, collimator, beam pipe -  no possibility of 
charged particles to be transported by HMS


• No disruptive magnetic forces on target.

• Opportunity for radiation exposure minimized.

• Distance and shielding minimizes singles background in NPS.

• Hermetic local dump can be made with as many meters of material as necessary - 
the ‘green blocks’ - the space exists.

10% (19%) of beam power lost in radiator/dipole/collimator/beam pipe

90% (81%) of beam power in local dump and Hall C dump NS 7%
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Transport beam to Hall C dump

• Dipole ends 4.3m upstream of target.

• Large space available to shield radiator, collimator, beam pipe -  no possibility 
of charge particles to be transported by HMS


• No disruptive forces on target.

• Opportunity for radiation exposure minimized

• Distance and shielding minimizes singles background in NPS.

• Ample space to shield beam line - primarily the absorbers at each dipole

4.5% (9%) of beam power is deposited in radiator/first dipole/collimator

75% (60)% of beam power in Hall C dump (last dipole, 11 and 17%)

NS 7%
22



Photon Flux

Past use pf PT: electrons @ 100nA, 0.36 W are deposited in target: 10 
times more than from the photon flux generated by 1 μA on a 10% 
radiator!


If cooling power was only issue we could put 8-10 μA on radiator to 
illuminate the PT: target would operate “normally”.

E       I           RL         D      Lost         γ/s
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————-
4.4    3.0 uA       10%      633cm    71.6%      3.0E11
8.8    3.0 uA       10%      633cm    40.6%      6.6E11
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————-

Power Deposition

Pure Photon Source Performance

Spot size +/- 2mm

0.5Ee/< Eγ < 0.9Ee

--------------------------------------------------------------
Ebeam (MeV) | Radiator length(%) | Power deposit 1uA beam (Watts)
--------------------------------------------------------------
4400        |         6          |          0.009
4400        |        10          |          0.015
--------------------------------------------------------------
8800        |         6          |          0.024
8800        |        10          |          0.035
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Detected photon

Proton is also 
detected

From Modified 

Miller’s Model

Red region is the solid angle of the photon detector 
where the corresponding recoil proton are also 
detected by the proton arm

photon# per electron

Lep= electron-target luminosity

The RCS Event Rate

NRCS =
d�RCS
dt

(Ef�)
2

⇡
�lab
�p F�Lep
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We propose to measure ALL at θCM=90o 
for s=7.6 and s= 13.6 GeV2, and ALL and  
ALS at θCM=120o for s=13.6 GeV2.


 

Proposed Kinematics: E12-16-009
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Data Analysis

Λ2
QCD is a hard exclusive process that provides access to

information about nucleon structure that is complementary
to high Q2 elastic form factors and deeply virtual Compton
scattering. The common feature of these reactions is a large
energy scale, leading to factorization of the scattering
amplitude into a hard perturbative kernel and a factor
described by soft nonperturbative wave functions.
Various theoretical approaches have been applied to

WACS in the hard-scattering regime, and these can be
distinguished by the number of active quarks participating
in the hard subprocess, or equivalently, by the mechanism
for sharing the transferred momentum among the constitu-
ents. Two extreme pictures have been proposed. In the
perturbative QCD (pQCD) approach, three active quarks
share the transferred momentum by the exchange of two
hard gluons [3,4]. In the handbag approach, which has in
recent years become a staple in the interpretation of data
from hard exclusive reactions, only one quark, whose wave
function has sufficient high-momentum components for the
quark to absorb and reemit the photon [5–7], is assumed to
be active. In any given kinematic regime both mechanisms
will contribute, in principle, to the cross section. It is
generally believed that at sufficiently high energies the
pQCD mechanism dominates. However, in the currently
accessible experimental domain of s and t, the nature of the
reaction mechanism is not fully understood.
Three other theoretical advances based on leading-quark

dominance in WACS have been proposed in recent years.
The constituent quark model (CQM) with a handbag
diagram has proven successful in describing the WACS
process [8], as have calculations performed in an extended
Regge model [9]. More recently, the soft-collinear effective
theory (SCET) was developed for elastic electron-proton
scattering at high-momentum transfer [10]. The QCD
factorization approach formulated in the framework of
SCET allows for the development of a description of the
soft-spectator scattering contribution to the overall ampli-
tude. The two-photon exchange contributions to elastic
electron-proton scattering were shown to factorize by the
introduction of a single, universal SCET form factor which
defines the dominant soft-spectator amplitudes. As it is
argued inRef. [10], the same form factor also arises naturally
in WACS, and the most promising route for understanding
this soft spectator contribution in hard exclusive reactions
at JLab energies is the study of WACS.
One of the main predictions of the pQCD mechanism for

WACS is the constituent scaling rule [11], whereby dσ=dt
scales as s−6 at fixed θpcm. The pioneering experiment at
Cornell [12] was approximately consistent with constituent
scaling, albeit with modest statistical precision. However,
the high-precision data from JLab gave a scaling power of
s−7.5!0.2 [13]. The calculations from both the GPD-based
handbag approach and the SCET framework have repro-
duced the JLab cross section data very well. Crucially, the
extracted values of the SCET form factor do not show any

significant dependence on the value of s as required by
factorization.
The longitudinal and sideways polarization transfer

observables, KLL and KLS, respectively, are defined by

KLL ≡ dσðþ;→Þ − dσð−;→Þ
dσðþ;→Þ þ dσð−;→Þ

;

KLS ≡ dσðþ;↑Þ − dσð−;↑Þ
dσðþ;↑Þ þ dσð−;↑Þ

;

where the first sign refers to the incident photon helicity
and the arrow to the recoil proton longitudinal (→) or
sideways (↑) polarization. The polarization transfer observ-
ables were previously measured at JLab for Compton
scattering at s ¼ 6.9 and t ¼ −4.1 GeV2 in experiment
E99-114 [14], whose concept is mainly repeated here at
different kinematics. It was found that the longitudinal
component of the polarization transfer at the E99-114
kinematic point is large and positive, in agreement with
the handbag GPD and SCET predictions in spite of a
relatively low value of u ¼ −1.0 GeV2 and in unambigu-
ous disagreement with the pQCD predictions.
The measurement reported in this Letter (JLab experi-

ment E07-002) was carried out in Hall C at Jefferson Lab,
with the purpose of providing values of KLL and KLS when
all the Mandelstam variables are larger than Λ2

QCD. The
layout of the experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A
longitudinally polarized, 100% duty-factor electron beam
with current up to 40 μA and energy of 4.11 GeV was
incident on a copper radiator of 1.3 mm thickness placed on
the beam line. The mixed beam of electrons and brems-
strahlung photons was incident on a 15 cm liquid H2 target,
located just downstream from the radiator, with a photon
flux of up to 1013 equivalent quanta=s. For incident photons
at an average weighted energy of 3.7 GeV, the scattered
photons were detected at a scattering angle of 25.7° in the
BigCal calorimeter, which is composed of 1744 lead-glass
bars subtending a solid angle of 34 msr with an angular

Focal Plane

Shower

Calorimeter

Polarimeter

beam
Electron

Radiator

LH2 target

Deflector
magnet

γ

spectrometerHMS 

e,γ
o

o

deflected
electrons

protons
recoil40

25.7

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic layout of the E07-002
experiment.

PRL 115, 152001 (2015) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

9 OCTOBER 2015

152001-2

Approach well established by E99-114 and E07-002 
resolution of 1.8mrad and relative energy resolution of 12%.
The associated recoil protonwas detected in the Hall CHigh
Momentum Spectrometer (HMS) at the corresponding
central angle of 40° and central momentum of 1.85 GeV.
The proton was detected within a solid angle of 5 msr and
momentum acceptance of !9%. The trigger was formed
from a coincidence between a signal from scintillator
counters in the HMS and a signal above a 500 MeV
threshold in the calorimeter. A magnet between the target
and the calorimeter, as shown in Fig. 1, with

R ~B × ~dl ¼
1.2 Tm deflected the elastically scattered electrons verti-
cally by ∼50 cm relative to undeflected WACS photons.
Events with a radiative photon kinematically indistinguish-
able from WACS constitute an irreducible background.
Data have been collected with the radiator present and

removed, and with different field settings of the deflection
magnet. About 7.4 C of beam charge was accumulated for
WACS production runs. The electron beam longitudinal
polarization was found to be 75.0! 1.1% using a Møller
polarimeter. During data taking, the beam polarization was
flipped at a 30 Hz rate. The bremsstrahlung photon has
99% of the initial electron polarization over the energy
range of current analysis.
Potential WACS events are selected based on the

kinematic correlation between the scattered photon and
the recoil proton. The known optical properties of the HMS
are used to reconstruct the momentum, direction, and
reaction vertex of the recoil proton, from which the
reconstructed incident photon (electron) energy (assuming
a γp and ep final state), Einc, was determined. The δx and
δy, the difference in x and y coordinates between the
expected and measured locations of the scattered photon at
the entrance of the calorimeter, were calculated. The
distributions of events in the ðδx∶δyÞ and ðEinc∶δyÞ planes
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
The WACS events pðγ; γ0pÞ, which are concentrated

in the peak at δx; δy ∼ 0 cm, lie on top of a continuum
background mainly related to the pðγ; π0pÞ reaction, for
which one of the photons is detected from the subsequent
decay π0 → γγ. An additional background is due to
electrons and radiative photons from elastic ep scattering.
The recoil proton polarization was measured by the focal

plane polarimeter (FPP) located in the HMS. The FPP
determines the two polarization components normal to the
momentum of the proton by measuring the azimuthal
asymmetries in the angular distribution after secondary
scattering of the proton from an analyzer for positive
and negative electron beam-helicity states. Two 60 cm
(53 g=cm2) thick blocks of CH2 analyzers were used in the
experiment. Two drift chambers at the focal plane, and a
pair of large-acceptance drift chambers placed after each
analyzer, tracked the protons before, between, and after the
analyzer blocks, effectively producing two independent
polarimeters with a combined figure of merit (a product of
efficiency and analyzing power in square) of 7 × 10−3.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Two-dimensional distribution of events in
ðδx∶δyÞ. The WACS events pðγ; γ0pÞ and the irreducible Bethe-
Heitler background pðe; γ0pÞe0 form the peak at δx; δy ∼ 0 cm,
which is selected by an elliptical cut ðδx=8Þ2 þ ðδy=4Þ2 < 1.
This region also contains the photopion events pðγ; π0pÞ—the
underlying continuum. The ep elastic events are centered at
δx ∼ 0, δy ∼ −50 cm.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Two-dimensional distribution of events
in ðEinc∶δyÞ. WACS pðγ; γ0pÞ events are concentrated around
δy ∼ 0 cm, selected through an elliptical cut in ðδx∶δyÞ, and
reconstructed Einc ∈ ½3.60; 3.98' GeV. The pðe; γ0pÞe0 events,
with a high-energy postscattering radiative photon, are at
Einc ¼ 4.1 GeV. Photopion pðγ; π0pÞ events are mainly located
at δy ∼ 0 cm and Einc < 3.6 GeV. At δy ¼ −50 cm and
Einc ¼ 4.1 GeV, elastic pðe; e0pÞ events form a peak, with a
vertical tail in δy of pðe; e0pÞγ0po with a postscattering radiative
photon, and an oblique tail of pðe; e0pÞγ0pr with a prescattering
radiative photon.

PRL 115, 152001 (2015) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending

9 OCTOBER 2015

152001-3

The πos  can not be separated except by statistical 
methods: they dilute the signal. We have addition dilution: 
Nitrogen in NH3, helium in target. Fermi motion broadens 
these. We have long history accounting for dilution at SLAC 
(3x) and JLAB (5x).

Fanelli et al., PRL 115, 152001 (2015)
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RCS events for P4 

Procedure:

1) Determine Proton initial momentum and vertex using 
HMS, then infer scattered photon’s momentum  

2) Using reconstructed vertex and inferred scattered 
photon momentum, predict the hit location in the NPS

3) Check NPS cluster, require both the deposited 
energy and hit location matched within 2-sigma. 

4)π background can not be separated. Use statistical 
methods

Data Analysis

�Ep
E

for ⇡

o

�Ep
E

for RCS

δY
dY:  the difference between the measured  RCS photon 
horiz. position and the inferred horiz. position.
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Data Analysis: dX Distribution

N
RCS ,required

= D/(PePpfe��ALL )
2

After both dY and dE cuts; Fit Background and signal to set 
the dX resolution; determine dilution (D) of RCS events.

 

To reduce uncertainty in the extracted real Compton events it is possible to use a 
boosted decision tree with multiple discriminating variables. A decision tree is a binary 
tree structure classifier which organizes the data into regions analyzing event by event. 


dX:  the 
difference 
between the 
measured  RCS 
photon vertical 
position and the 
inferred vertical 
position.
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Kin. beam, time
P# Procedure uA hours
P4 production 3 58
P5 production 3 292
P6 production 3 106
P7 production 3 158

Packing Fraction 3 33
Moller Measurements 1 42

Data Beam Time 689
Target Anneals 54
Stick Changes 24
Target commissioning 24
Kinematics change 12
BCM,BPM calibration 24
HMS Optics 8
Beamline commissioning 24
Total Requested Time 835

Beam Request

kin. Beam ✓cm� ✓field time D stat. �ALL s �t �u
P# GeV deg deg hour (GeV/c)2 (GeV/c)2 (GeV/c)2

P4 4.4 90 0 58 3.4 13172 3.0% 7.6 3.0 2.8

P5 8.8 90 0 292 4.5 9814 4.0% 13.6 5.9 6.0

P6 8.8 120 -5 106 4.0 5596 5.0% 13.6 9.0 3.0

P7 8.8 120 275 158 4.1 5724 5.0% 13.6 9.0 3.0

Kinematics

Source Systematic

Target Polarimetry 3.0%

Beam Polarimetry 1%

Packing fraction 3%

Trigger/Tracking efficiency 1.0%

Background subtraction 3.0%

Total ⇠ 5%

Systematics

ALL

ALL

ALL

ALS
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Summary: Existing, Approved and this Proposal
Exp.# θCM(o) s(GeV2) -t(GeV2) -u(GeV2) Observables

E99-114 120 6.9 4.0 1.1 KLL, KLS

E07-002 70 8.0 2.1 4.1 KLL, KLS

E12-14-006 60 8.0 1.7 4.5 ALL P1

E12-14-006 136 8.0 5.4 0.8 ALL P3

PR12-16-009 90 7.6 3.0 2.8 ALL P4

PR12-16-009 90 13.6 5.9 6.0 ALL P5

PR12-16-009 120 13.6 9.0 3.0 ALL P6

PR12-16-009 120 13.6 9.0 3.0 ALS P7

P3: Test Miller’s model difference between ALL and KLL is large. Miller’s CQM Eγ < 6 GeV

P4, P5:  All same angle, different s. If KLL = ALL gives strict test of s-dependence. If not 
then we must make as many measurements as possible

P6: Overlap with existing KLL at same angle (120) with but better kinematic reach

P7: ALS: same s,t, u, θCM as P6; compare to KLS (at 120). KLS is at different s but most 
models show little s-dependence for transverse case
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Expected Results

ALL @ 7.6 and 13.6

ALL and ALS @ 13.6

P3: (E12-14-006) Test Miller’s model difference between ALL and KLL is >>. Miller 
CQM  Eγ < 6 GeV

P4, P5:  ALL same angle, different s. If KLL = ALL gives strict test of s-
dependence. If not then we must make as many measurements as possible

P6: Overlap with existing KLL at same angle (120) with but better kinematic 
reach

P7: ALS: same s,t, u, θCM as P6; compare to KLS (at 120). KLS is at different s but 
most models show little s-dependence for transverse case
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• Polarization observables can provide particularly sensitive tests of 
the reaction mechanism of RCS. 


• E12-16-004  was approved by PAC42 for 15 days of beam time. It 
would be the first ever measurement of ALL, the initial state 
correlation asymmetry.


• The measurement of ALL would not only extend the pioneering 
measurement of KLL , but also shed light on the nature of quark 
helicity–flip processes. 


• A pure photon source is possible and increase the F.O.M by a 
factor of 30. It allows us to propose new WACS experiment with 
new kinematics (higher t, higher s) and measuring ALS.  It also 
opens the door for new experiments, for example TCS.


Summary
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Collaboration

We welcome the principals of PR12-15-003 join us in leadership roles.
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Collaboration

We welcome the principals of PR12-15-003 join us in leadership roles. 34



Backup
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Photon Flux

--------------------------------------------------------------
Ebeam (MeV) | Radiator length(%) | Power deposit 1uA beam 
(Watts)
--------------------------------------------------------------
4400        |         6          |          0.009
4400        |        10          |          0.015
--------------------------------------------------------------
6600        |         6          |          0.017
6600        |        10          |          0.022
--------------------------------------------------------------
8800        |         6          |          0.024
8800        |        10          |          0.035

Electron experiments use  100nA and 0.36 W are deposited in target: an 
order of magnitude more than from the photon flux generated by 1 μA 
on a 10% radiator.


If cooling power was only issue we could put 8-10 μA on radiator to 
illuminate the PT: target would operate “normally”.

E       I           RL         D      Lost         γ/s
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————-
8.8    3.0 uA       10%      633cm    40.6%      6.6E11
——————————————————————————————————————————————————————-

Power Deposition
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0.5<E_gamma/Beam<0.95, requiring the spot size on target within a 2mm radius circle.

beam   beam_current         radiator     distance flux_lost   #gamma/s 
4.4        0.1 uA             6%          100cm     1.9%       2.1E10
4.4        3.0 uA             6%          633cm    63.4%       2.4E11

4.4        0.1 uA            10%          100cm     3.3%       3.5E10
4.4        3.0 uA            10%          633cm    71.6%       3.0E11

8.8        0.1 uA             6%          100cm     0.8%       2.2E10
8.8        3.0 uA             6%          633cm    28.7%       4.8E11

8.8        0.1 uA            10%          100cm     0.9%       3.6E10
8.8        3.0 uA            10%          633cm    40.6%       6.6E11

Pure Photon Source Performance
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Photon Flux/μA
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Configuration       Beam(GeV)  Current(μA)  Distance(cm)    Photon/s
PR12-16-009             8.8                3.0                    632                   6.6E+11

Spot size on target: +/- 2 mm to insure NPS resolution is 
fully exploited. 
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Incident electron not subject to large scale raster

Full and uniform irradiation of target still needed

Rotation already 
implemented at UVa 
though for different 
reasons.

Photon spot fixed in space, target cell 
moves up and down with rotation

Raster Over Face of Target
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10% (19%) of beam power lost in radiator/dipole/ collimator/beam pipe

90% (81%) of beam power in local dump and Hall C dump

Single Dipole, Local Dump Option
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Four Dipoles Hall C Dump Option Page 1

4.5% (9%) of beam power is deposited in radiator/first dipole/collimator

75% (60)% of beam power in Hall C dump (last dipole, 11 and 17%)
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4.5% (9%) of beam power is deposited in radiator/first dipole/collimator

75% (60)% of beam power in Hall C dump (last dipole, 11 and 17%)

Four Dipoles Hall C Dump Option Page 2
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Field at NPS PMTs
Sheet1

Page 1

Detector PMT angle Field-NPS angle Field-beam angle z_NPS R_NPS Z field R field BZ BR B|| PMT B_|_ PMT
degrees degrees degrees cm cm cm cm T T G G

WACS P4 0 39 180 318 0 247 -200 0.0007 0.0012 12.8 5.1
WACS P5 0 29 180 318 0 278 -154 0.0011 0.0011 14.5 4.0
WACS P6 0 47 -5 218 0 149 -159 0.0010 0.0039 34.8 19.0
WACS P7 0 47 275 218 0 149 -159 0.0010 0.0039 34.8 19.0

Photon Power Deposition
--------------------------------------------------------------
Ebeam (MeV) | Radiator length(%) | Power deposit 1uA beam 
(Watts)
--------------------------------------------------------------
4400        |         6          |          0.009
4400        |        10          |          0.015
--------------------------------------------------------------
6600        |         6          |          0.017
6600        |        10          |          0.022
--------------------------------------------------------------
8800        |         6          |          0.024
8800        |        10          |          0.035

0.1 μA electron beam deposits 0.36 W, factor of 10 more

If cooling power was only issue we could put 10 μA on radiator to illuminate 
the PT
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Pure Photon Source

Cost? $250k - $1M
JLAB

MRI

DOE


other..

….could result in as much as $100 million 
invested annually in initiatives with the 
highest promise to significantly improve 
the University and enhance quality and 
access for students.


….Proposals for grants from the fund will 
be solicited from across the University 
community, with emphasis on ideas with 
the potential to transform a critical area 
of knowledge or function and to enhance 
the academic, research or clinical standing 
of the University in a significant way.


https://news.virginia.edu/content/fund-
propel-strategic-investments-academic-
research-and-health-care-excellence
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